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Marking and Feedback Policy
Key principles:

●

Feedback is part of the planning process. The focus of teachers’ time and energy should be on
planning engaging, purposeful, challenging lessons which respond to the review of students’
learning and progress, which may be evidenced in students’ books.

●
●

The sole focus of feedback should be to further students’ progression through the curriculum.

●

Evidence of feedback is incidental to the process; we do not provide additional evidence for
external verification.

●

All feedback must adhere to any external examination specifications i.e. feedback should not be
given if it is not allowed within the qualification specification for NEAs.

●

Written comments should only be used as a last resort for the very few students who otherwise
are unable to locate their own errors, even after guided modelling by the teacher.

●

Students should receive feedback either within the lesson itself or in the next appropriate
lesson. The ‘next step’ is usually the next lesson.

●

New knowledge is fragile and usually forgotten unless explicit steps are taken over time to
revisit and refresh learning. Teachers should be wary of assuming that students have securely
understood material based on evidence drawn close to the point of teaching it. Therefore,
teachers will need to review learning/application and give feedback at some distance from the
original teaching input when assessing if learning is now secure and has been retained. This is
documented within sequences of learning.

●

The quantity of feedback should not be confused with the quality. The quality of the feedback,
however given, will be seen in how a student is able to tackle subsequent work.

Feedback should empower students to take ownership for improving their work; emphasis
should be placed on developing an increasingly independent and responsible approach by the
student to their work.

●

The Teachers' Standards state that teachers should ‘give students regular feedback, both orally
and through accurate marking, and encourage students to respond to the feedback’. This is not
a requirement for students to provide a written response to feedback: it could simply be that
students should act on the feedback in subsequent work.

Guidelines to staff:
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Written comments are not required. Teachers should collect in the students’ work regularly,
review the work in the books and prepare impactful feedback that can be delivered in the lesson
and/or intervention sessions to either the whole class, groups or individual students. These may
be based on common misconceptions, common errors in work and knowledge/skills gaps as
ascertained from reading the class work. Teachers should keep a record of book review (see
example).
‘Strategic minimal comments’ may be used as a last resort for the very few students who
otherwise are unable to locate their own errors, even after guided modelling by the teacher.
Teachers may target wave 2 intervention sessions at students whose work is deemed to be
below expected standard of performance when reviewing books.
Staff may choose to write a numerical mark on work that is exam practice.
Feedback should be timely (students receive feedback the next lesson) and used to inform
planning but not over-burdensome on workload.
A literacy element to feedback must be present (for most subjects, this will be common
misspellings of key words)
Staff will use green pen where comments must be written, and students will use red pen.
Feedback can take the form of verbal feedback, peer marking, self assessment and live marking
in lessons. Students should use red pen to engage with whole class feedback and peer/self
assessment (‘red for review’). A record of verbal feedback on an individual basis (i.e an organic
conversation during the lesson as part of normal practice) does not need to be recorded.

●

An important element of reviewing student work is to acknowledge the work a student has
done, to value their efforts and achievement, and to celebrate progress. Teachers should record
students to praise individually and work to share, if applicable, on their book review record
sheet. House points must be awarded to acknowledge effort and application of work in books.

●

Homework is to be used to set exam questions, revision exercises and retention tasks as per
homework calendar and feedback can be provided in the same manner as class work.
Knowledge tests following a knowledge organiser homework should be marked by students in
red pen.
Non-negotiables should be stuck in student books at the front and Sequence of Learning
provided at the beginning of the unit. These should be referred to explicitly as part of providing
feedback.
The frequency of book reviews to provide feedback and inform planning will vary by subject
area/sequence of learning. Sequences of Learning will specify the minimum expectations.

●
●

●

●

For peer assessment, students should use the following literacy codes:
o

X replace word with a better alternative

o

O punctuation/spelling error

o

________ incorrect grammar/doesn’t make sense

o

^ missing word/puntuation

Standards of presentation of student work
High standards of presentation of work must be promoted by all subject teachers. The following
examples show the expected standard in all subjects for the different types of work that are completed.
Subject teachers should issue sanctions in line with the UTC behaviour policy where students are not
addressing this.
Written work:

Calculations and diagrams expectations:

Design work expectations:

